We quantify the correlation between earthquakes and use the same to distinguish between relevant causally connected earthquakes. Our correlation metric is a variation on the one introduced by Baiesi and Paczuski (2004) . A network of earthquakes is constructed, which is time ordered and with links between the more correlated ones. Recurrences to earthquakes are identified employing correlation thresholds to demarcate the most meaningful ones in each cluster. Data pertaining to three different seismic regions, viz. California, Japan and Himalayas, are comparatively analyzed using such a network model. The distribution of recurrence lengths and recurrence times are two of the key features analyzed to draw conclusions about the universal aspects of such a network model. We find that the unimodal feature of recurrence length distribution, which helps to associate typical rupture lengths with different magnitude earthquakes, is robust across the different seismic regions.
I. INTRODUCTION
Many complex procesess in nature have the intrinsic tendency of self-organizing themselves into a critical state. For example, earthquakes, forest fires, avalanches, biological evolution etc. have this feature in common. These processess are characterized by long range correlations in space and time and typically also exhibit power law distributions in many of their variables [18] . However, the dynamics of the process that self-organizes the system to the critical state is still not understood clearly [11] . In recent times, many studies have sought to understand seismicity from the viewpoint of complex networks [2, 3, 6, 9, 10, 20] .
The spatiotemporal properties of seismicity of a region are analyzed from the patterns exhibited by the network constructed from the earthquake catalog of the region. Such an approach which focusses on the spatial and temporal links between nodes represented by the events in the catalog, without considereing the causes of such linkages, is particularly useful in seismicity where the underlying dynamics is still obscure. We adopt this method in this study and compare different networks contsructed from earthquake catalogs from three different seismic regions of the globe, viz. California, Japan and Himalayas.
The clustering of earthquakes in space and time suggests that events that follow in time are, to a certain extent, causally related to the earlier ones. However, restricting the causality connection to a single predecessor or to the somewhat arbitrary mainshock-aftershock scenario may not be enough. Rather, the causality connection can be extended to a cluster of events that are strongly correlated based on data analysis. With this in mind, Baiesi and Paczuski [6] introduced a metric to quantify correlations between earthquakes. We use a similar metric here but with a change which will be clarified below. The metric is obtained by combining two of the most robust statistical laws that characterize earthquake datathe Gutenberg-Richter law [13] and the fractal distribution of earthquake epicenters (see, for example, [22] ). The former law states that the number, N, of earthquakes of magnitude (1) where b is a constant ≈ 1, but does vary a little with the region and the catalog (see, for example, [8] ). The latter is based on fractal analysis and is of recent origin, but has been shown to be quite robust through the analysis of various datasets from various regions of the globe (see, for example, [14, 22] ):
where N ′ is the number of pairs of points separated by a distance l and d f is the fractal dimension.
If we combine the above two laws, we may state that the average number of events that can occur in the region within a distance l ij separating two events i and j is
where K is a constant of proportionality that may be related to the seismic activity of the region [5] , and ∆m i is the accuracy in measurement of the magnitude m i . Note that the events of the catalog are assumed to be time ordered with j > i and t j > t i . We may then define a correlation relation between earthquakes as
and note that the correlation between two events is a maximum when n ij is at a minimum.
We construct the network now by making the linkages between correlated events in the time ordered list of earthquakes. For this purpose, correlation thresholds, c th , are defined and only those event pairs with c ij ≥ c th are linked together in the network. The basic premise is that all subsequent events in the catalog are recurrences to the selected event, but a pruning is being done based on c th to ensure that only the most correlated are selected.
Our metric for measuring correlation is similar to the one used by Baiesi and Paczuski [6] (hereafter referred to as BAPA), but, we will be focussing on spatial recurrences rather than aftershocks. Thus, we have chosen to omit the time factor t ij (= t j − t i ) from the expression occurring in BAPA. The metric used here ensures that spatially closeby events are more correlated and, also, a higher magnitude event contributes a larger value to correlation than a lower magnitude one at that same location. In particular, our metric does not, unlike in BAPA, leave out events that are separated by large time intervals, as long as they satisfy the correlation relation, Eq. 4 (see Krishna Mohan and Revathi [15] for a more detailed comparison).
We studied, in a recent work [15] (hereafter referred to as CALNTWRK), the spatial recurrences of earthquakes in the California region by following the above procedure. In this paper we adopt the same procedure to construct networks of correlated events from an earthquake catalog of Japan and from a catalog for the Himalayan belt. We analyze the seismicity of these regions in terms of the topology of these networks and compare the same with the findings from CALNTWRK to extract the robust features of such correlated networks of seismic events.
II. THE REGION AND CATALOGS
The regions chosen for the study here are both regions of high seismic potential. Japan is located in a region of considerable seismic risk. Japan lies on the cusp of the Pacific- The log-log plot of Eq. 1 for the different regions studied here; the panels have been labelled after the corresponding seismic regions, 'Jap' for Japanese data ( Fig. 1(a) ), 'WH' for Western Himalayas ( Fig. 1(b) ) and 'NEH' for North Eastern Himalayas ( Fig. 1(c) ). The minimum magnitude, m min , used in these plots were varied and the minimum value of m min that gives a reasonable linear behavior ascertained. b value of the corresponding plot and the data corresponding to that plot, which is what is displayed here, were subsequently employed in the analysis presented here. The data was analyzed against Eq. 1 to confirm adherence to the GR law, by varying the minimum magnitudes, m min , considered in the data sets. The minimum of m min which gives a reasonable power law behavior was subsequently chosen (Fig. 1 ) and only data with m > m min considered for the analysis presented here. The m min chosen was 3.0 for the Japanese data and 4.5 for the Indian Himalayas. The Japanese data uses the JMA scale to express magnitude while the ANSS data is expressed in moment magnitude. While the ANSS catalog is for a much longer period, however, the minimum magnitude for the catalog is higher at 4.5 and, hence, the number of events is much lesser, and thus the data set much poorer.
III. METHODOLOGY
We have chosen to retain the values for K and ∆m i as was used in CALNTWRK for all the regions studied here. The values of b were obtained from a linear fit to the the log-log plots of Eq. 1 ( Fig. 1 ) and were 0.87 for Japan, 1.24 for WH and 1.24 for NEH. d f was set equal to 1.6 for Japan [14] while, for WH and NEH, we estimated d f ourselves as 1.6 and 1.4 respectively. 
IV. RESULTS

A. Degree distributions
The maximum out-degree (k max ) and maximum in-degree (j max ) distributions for the Japanese seismic network shows ( Fig. 3(a) and Fig. 3(b) respectively) almost similar features as CALNTWRK. In particular, a hub structure is present as far as out-degree is concerned while it is absent with the in-degree distribution; in-degree distribution is more density dependent. The former can be deduced from the fact that k max values are consistently much higher than the j max values. k max is, for the Japanese data, at least an order of magnitude higher than the j max for the corresponding m th values. Large earthquakes will tend to have more events associated with them through higher correlation values since Eq. 4 is positively correlated with magnitude. On the other hand, lower magnitude events require small l ij 's to obtain larger correlation values, i.e. the density of points become important for such events.
In the case of both the Himalyan seismic regions ( As c th is increased, k max values fall-off in approximately a power law fashion. This was observed with CALNTWRK and we see the same behavior with these data sets too. However, the fall-off in the Japanese case is slightly less uniform. Whereas with the CALNTWRK, we observed a slower initial fall-off, followed by a faster fall-off for the higher c th values, we find this pattern repeated twice for the Japanese data. The parallelism between the different graphs for different m th values during the fall-off, which confirms that a scale invariance with respect to magnitude is maintained as c th is increased, is mostly present with the Japanese data and, excepting only the graphs for m th = 3.0 and m th = 3.5 which converge to the same value for c th = 10 10 .
We had observed, in the case of CALNTWRK, a convergence of j max values as c th is increased resulting in a common value for all m th values at higher c th values. This is in accordance with the observation that the in-degree is controlled by the density of points and, as c th is increased, only the higher magnitude events and closeby events are left in the 
FIG. 3:
The maximum out-degree (k max ) (left panels) and maximum in-degree (j max ) (right panels) values are plotted against increasing c th values for the different seismic regions considered. The seismic regions pertaining to the panels have been labelled therein with Fig. 3(a) and Fig. 3(b) for Japan, Fig. 3(c) and Fig. 3(d) for WH and Fig. 3 (e) and Fig. 3(f) for NEH. In general, k max > j max for the corresponding m th values, for all c th values and, in most cases, by at least an order of magnitude. This indicates that a hub structure is followed as far as out-degree is concerned and the in-degree distribution is density dependent. The difference between k max and j max is much less, though, in the case of NEH (Fig. 3(f) ). The j max values converge to a common value as c th is increased. The k max values fall off as c th is increased, but the graphs for the different m th values are parallel and not convergent, indicating a scale invariance with respect to magnitude.
clusters and, given the sparse network, all clusters have more or less similar densities. We observe the same behavior here with all data sets. The only difference is that, in the case of Japanese data, the j max values, for different m th values, are not very different even for low c th values (Fig. 3(b) ). This uniformity in the density of j max values across different m th values needs to be explored further because it suggests a uniform distribution of magnitudes with respect to j max .
As far as the general out-degree distribution is concerned (Fig. 4(a) for the Japanese data, It is seen that the k distribution is, on the average, a power law with departures from it for low and high k values. The only other departure from this behavior is with NEH (Fig. 4(e) ) which shows a significant plateau in the graph for c th = 10 7 , indicating a uniform density of points for a wide range of k values. The j distribution shows a plateau for low c th , which converts to a power law fall-off as c th is increased. The plateau portion is quite reduced in the case of Japanese data (Fig. 4(b) ).
same exponent value is obtained for the Himalayan region too. For c th = 10 7 , a departure is observed from this value in the case of WH and NEH and, in particular, NEH shows a significant plateau region (see below). The graphs depart from the general trend for very small k values as well as very large k values. This is understandable since very small k values indicate isolated events and very large k values indicate very large magnitude events which are also sparse given the GR law. There is, however, some new features present in the k distribution for the Himalayas. This is prominent in the case of NEH where we see that, for the smallest c th value, a significant plateau is observed in the distribution. We can identify a similar tendency in the case of WH even if it is not so prominent. Since smaller c th values are dominated by smaller magnitudes and larger distances, we see in these cases a tendency towards a uniform density with respect to the spatial distribution of such events.
A more complete and homogeneous data set needs to be studied with respect to these areas to clarify this behavior further.
The general in-degree distribution (Fig. 4(b) for the Japanese data, Fig 
B. Recurrent time distributions
An important feature of earthquake data is that aftershocks decay according to the Omori law [19, 23] n(t) ∼ K (c + t) p where c and K are constants in time but depend on magnitude m and, p ≈ 1; n is the number of aftershocks per unit time. Earthquakes of all magnitudes have aftershocks which decay according to the Omori law. It is widely recorded in literature that even intermediate magnitude events can have aftershocks that persist upto years [6] . We investigate this by studying the distribution of recurrence times (also referred to as 'waiting times' in the literature [4, 7] ) in the data.
We define here the recurrence time, τ , as the time between successive events in a cluster surrounding an event. τ ranges from seconds to tens of years in all the clusters. We have left out τ < 180 seconds because of the likely error margins. In the case of CALNTWRK, we had observed that, in a log-log plot of the distribution of τ , a power law holds for most of the range of recurrence times and, in particular, for about 5-6 decades. Furthermore, the graphs for the different m th values overlap indicating that the same law holds well for all m th values. In the case of Japanese data ( Fig. 5(a) and Fig. 5(b) ), we see that such a situation holds very well (for about 4 decades in this case) when c th is higher at 10 9 ( Fig. 5(b) ). For a lower c th value of 10 6 ( Fig. 5(a) ), we see that the log-log plot departs from the straight line behavior of a power law and is more parabolic in shape.
In the insets provided with the plots, we have shown rescaled graphs which bring out the linear aspect better. From the inset of Fig. 5(b) , we see that the appearance of about 4 Fig. 5(f) for NEH. In general, a power law distribution is observed, but with two regimes having different exponents. The insets to the plots shows a rescaled plot which brings out the linearity of the loglog plot better, with the two different linear regimes more easily seen. The larger c th value (right panels) brings out the power law feature better, even if the data paucity increases, in particular for the Himalayan regions.
decades of linearity in the main graph is not fully correct. The plot has, rather, two linear regimes, the first one from about log τ = 3 to 5 and the second from log τ = 5 to 8. A similar procedure of rescaling, in Fig. 5(a) , shows two linear regimes from log τ = 3 to 5 and, from log τ = 5 to 8.
The Himalayan data, due to its sparsity, shows a lot of scatter and does not give visually appealing graphs (Fig. 5(c) and Fig. 5(d) for WH and Fig. 5(e) and Fig. 5(f) for NEH) .
Nevertheless, we can again identify a similar trend of two linear regimes in the log-log plots.
We revisited the data for CALNTWRK and concluded that a two linear regimes analysis does hold in that case too even though the first linear regime is quite prominent in that case and lasts for almost 5 decades.
Let us recollect that the spatial recurrences analyzed here includes more events than aftershocks which are restrained to be within a 'reasonable' (quite often chosen arbitrarily) time window after the main event.
As such, what we observe is that the power law behavior seen with respect to the Omori law can be extended to recurrences as well. However, the exponent of the power law changes after a certain point in time which can be used to identify the limit of the time window within which the aftershocks lie. This, then, provides an objective method of choosing the aftershocks window as opposed to the arbitrary methods in practice now.
C. Recurrence length distributions
By recurrence length, we mean the distance from an event to each of the other events in the same cluster. In other words, we are measuring the scatter in the way the subsequent events in a cluster are distributed around the event in question. While there is no established law like the Omori law for recurrence lengths, studies have indicated that a power law seems to hold for recurrence lengths as well [9] . To investigate this, we use the great circle distance r ij for computing the distance between two event locations. This is calculated using the Haversine formula [21] R, the radius of the earth, is taken as 6367 km.
The general appearance and behavior of the graphs for Japanese as well as Himalayan data ( Fig. 6 ) are similar to the CALNTWRK. The probability distribution of recurrence lengths is unimodal in nature and peaks at a recurrence length (r m ch ) which is larger for increasing values of m th , for a fixed c th . The sparsity of Himalayan data gives rise to much scatter and does not give clean graphs (Fig. 6(c) and Fig. 6(d) for WH and Fig. 6(e) and While the graphs for different m th values are separated before the rise to the peak, they are collapsed onto a single curve after their peaks. We had observed, in our study of CALNTWRK, that the part of the graphs, for the different m th values, are parallel, while being separated, before the peak. This trend is easily enough observed in the case of Japanese data, but more difficult to confirm for the Himalayan data because of scatter induced by data paucityepresence of the power law, before the peak, with a common exponent for the different m th values, suggest that the location errors for these small recurrence length values are not random in nature and, if any, are systematic in nature. This is contrary to what has been claimed in literature [9] , as already suggested by us in the earlier work [15] .
As c th is increased, the part of the graphs before the peak is shortened (compare the right panels with the corresponding left panels in Fig. 6 ), eventually disappearing for sufficiently high c th values (not shown here). Note that we are plotting only pairs of events with r ij > 100 m. As such, the peaks disappear for larger values of c th since the peak values are now < 100 m. The behaviour seen with l m ch is completely in accordance with Eq. 3. As c th increases, we are selecting event pairs of larger magnitudes separated by smaller distances.
The part of the graphs, for different m th values, after the peaks, are collapsed onto a single curve till data paucity forces scatter for the higher recurrence length values. The former may be expected from the fact, already stated, that the data points for the lower m th value contain the data points for the higher m th values. In the case of Japanese data ( Fig. 6(a) and Fig. 6(b) ), we see a small plateau appearing after the fall-off just before the very high recurrence length values. In the Himalayan case (Fig. 6(c)-Fig. 6(f) ), the fall-off is seen to be much steeper compared to the other cases, indicating that larger recurrence lengths are fewer. 
V. CONCLUSIONS
In a continuation of our earlier study, we have compared the network features of seismic data from three different areas, viz. California, Japan and Himalayas. The network features correspond to the networks constructed according to our algorithm, based on the modification of an algorithm given by BAPA. Both these algorithms are based on a metric for correlations between earthquakes and our algorithm differs from BAPA in omitting the time factor from their definition to enable the recurrences to be identified, as opposed to the identification of aftershocks by BAPA.
Our comparisons show that there are some quite robust features present in networks constructed from seismic data from around the globe. These include a hub structure in the out-degree distribution accompanied by a density dependent in-degree distribution, unimodal recurrence length distribution with a peak value (l m ch ) that increases with m th indicating that characteristic rupture lengths for different magnitudes may be present and, a recurrence time distribution which has two power law regimes with different exponents. We have suggested, with respect to the latter, that the recurrence time at which the first power law regime changes to the second one be used, as an objective criterion, for the upper limit of the time window used for selecting aftershocks.
It is clear, from this comparative study, that earthquake networks provide us with a useful analysis tool to study the seismicity patterns of the globe. Further work in this area should lead us to a better understanding of the event distribution and, eventually, the dynamics behind it. Fig. 6(f) are for NEH. The distribution is unimodal in all cases with the peak shfiting to higher r values as m th is increased. This suggests that the peak value (l m ch ) may be associated with a characteristic rupture length for the different magnitudes. The graphs for the different m th values, for each c th value, are superposed after the peak and well separated and, in general, parallel before the peak. This may be understood as due to the fact that the data for the lower m th value contains the data for the higher m th value. As c th value increases, the part before the peak gets shortened (compare right panels with the corresponding left panels), eventually disappearing for sufficiently higher c th values (not shown here). The insets show rescaled graphs, where r ′ = r/10 αm th and F (r ′ ) = 10 αm th P m (r); α is a function of the data set and is computed from a linear fit to the plot of l m ch values against m th . We see that all the graphs for the different m th values are collapsed onto a single curve with a single peak.
